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Jet Fighters Inside Out

Illustrated with detailed artworks and full-color photographs, Jet Fighters Inside Out is a
comprehensive study of key air superiority and ground attack aircraft developed since World War II.
Arranged chronologically, each aircraft has a cutaway artwork labelled with key items of interest,
and accompanying photographs showing both the aircraft's cockpit and exterior in detail, from every
angle.With detailed specifications for each fighter aircraft, all the major types are featured, including
the Phantom II, MiG-21 and F-22 Raptor, making Jet Fighters Inside Out an essential reference
guide for modellers and aviation enthusiasts.
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*SPOILER-ALERT*-- Really, only a spoiler alert for my thirty-two year-old son. I hope you have no
time to check out this review just like my other reviews due to your busy schedule, because this is a
XMAS gift for you.If you yourself enjoy seeing, reading, studying jet aircraft, or have a loved one that
does... this is the book for you. I'm an honorably discharged Viet Nam Era Veteran and when I
served I was on the ground and the jets were overhead. My full grown son has an Uncle who flew
during Viet Nam and that among other reasons is why he has always had a fascination with jets.I
researched a number of books dedicated to jets and this one looked like the best bet... and I was on
pins and needles awaiting its delivery... hoping it was as good as it sounded. Wow! What a
beautifully put together treasure. This should be quite a conversation piece for years to come as a
coffee-table-book proudly displayed. The quality of the construction is superb. It is approximately 12

Ã‚Â½" X 9 Ã‚Â¼" and almost 1 Ã‚Â½" thick. (And it weighs close to FIVE POUNDS.) It has a
beautiful colorful book jacket and each individual page is thick and glossy. The pictures are
exquisite and the drawings are akin to an architect's blueprint and are eye-catching.The jets are
listed chronologically from 1942 to the present. Even a novice such as myself will get caught up in
the excitement just by randomly looking through the pages and stopping and checking key statistics
that range from dimensions to weights to fuel to PERFORMANCE (THAT'S SPEED BABY!) and
armament. When you see speeds listed past 1,000 MPH it's hard not to sigh and want to discuss it
with someone.
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